
The healthy alternative to chlorine

Turn your Commercial 
Pool or Hot Tub into a 
Natural Mineral Spring . . .

. . . and cut your chlorine 
expenses 50-75%.

Licensed
technology from

CLM-574
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Mineral Pure

The copper ions kill algae while the silver ions 
kill bacteria and viruses.

Mineral Pure

 consists of a microprocessor control box and a 
scientifically designed set of electrodes composed of copper and 

silver.  Water is passed through a specially designed flow-cell 
chamber that houses the electrodes.   The control box releases 
a precise, low-voltage DC current to the electrodes, causing 

them to lose some of the outermost atoms – thus producing 
positive ions.  

  The ions remain in the water until they 
flocculate, or form masses with algae and bacteria thus becoming large enough to be removed by 
the existing filtering system.

These safe, natural minerals provide long term, nontoxic purification and prevent 
recontamination.  This allows for the existing chlorine to oxidize matter, 
while the  is killing the algae, bacteria and viruses.  Chlorine 
alone cannot do the job as well - thus allowing you to cut back on its use by up 
to 75%!  

Not only will you enjoy tremendous savings on 
your high chlorine expenses, your swimmers will 
thank you, too!  Less chlorine means less wear and 
tear on pool equipment, resulting in additional 
savings.  

How                         Works

Clearwater, Florida

MineralPure.com Authorized DealerManufactured by

Various models available for any size pool up to 600,000 gallons

CS-75 / 75,000 gals CS-225 / 225,000 gals CS-300 / 300,000 gals CS-450 / 450,000 gals CS-600 / 600,000 galsCS-150 / 150,000 gals

+ Copper Ion

+ Silver Ion
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